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Welcome to the inaugural issue of prpl Perspectives, published by the prpl Foundation. 2015
was a very productive year for the Foundation as you can see from the Year in Review graphic.
And 2016 promises to be just as exciting.
Our goal in creating this e-newsletter is to provide timely, relevant and authoritative
information on prpl news/views/developments. In addition, prpl Perspectives will serve as a
forum where readers can:
•
•
•
•

Discuss their eﬀorts and insights;
Learn about the accomplishments of various prpl working groups;
Share security and IoT-related news and events;
Engage in feedback and dialog.

The newsletter is open to contributions from prpl Foundation members and other interested
developers and innovators.
prpl Perspectives is an invitation for you to journey with us as we collaborate to create open,
secure hardware and software systems for a stronger, safer Internet of Things.

2015 Year in Review
Community
Development

Thought
Leadership

Increased membership by >2x
Added 7 corporate members,
and 10 individual / academic /
non-proﬁt members
Established industry-leading
Security Working Group
Organized/sponsored 3
successful open source
community events:

Evangelism

Published Security Guidance for
Critical Areas of Embedded
Computing report – 1,500+
downloads, 75 peer reviewers
Published 65 blog posts on
20+ outlets
Published “Information
Security is Broken”
presentation – storyline,
graphics, slides, blog posts
Published “Securing The
Internet of Broken Things”
presentation – storyline,
graphics, slides, blog posts

Hackathon - San Francisco
BattleMesh - Slovenia
Inaugural OpenWRT Summit Dublin

Launched community portal
prpl.works : 48,629 views,
41,554 visitors (6 months)
Launched prpl YouTube
channel and produced 12
video interviews
Shared the prpl story with 50+
media and analysts
Presented at Imagination
Summit USA
5 keynotes at Imagination
Summits in Japan, Taiwan and
China – >800 attendees
Webcast with Infosecurity
Magazine
2 presentations at OpenWRT
Summit 2015

prpl Primer

prpl is an open-source, community-driven, collaborative, non-proﬁt foundation targeting
and supporting the MIPS architecture — and open to others — with a focus on enabling
next-generation datacenter-to-device portable software and virtualized architectures.

prpl represents leaders in the technology industry investing in innovation in eﬃciency,
portability and compatibility for the good of a broad community of developers,
businesses and consumers.

Initial domains targeted by prpl include datacenter, networking & storage, connected
consumer and embedded/IoT. Initiatives created by the Foundation’s members are
focused on:

Portability
To create ISA agnostic
software for rapid deployment
across multiple architectures

Virtualization & Security
To enable multi-tenant, secure,
software environments in
datacenter, networking & storage,
home, mobile and embedded

Heterogeneous Computing
To leverage compute resources
that enables next-generation big
data analytics and mining

Setting the Vision

Recently, members of the prpl Foundation
attended Mobile World Congress 2016 in
Barcelona. There, we had the opportunity
to talk to numerous editors, analysts and
global tech leaders about Security Guidance
for Critical Areas of Embedded Computing,
our groundbreaking publication outlining
the Foundation’s vision for open, secure
and private embedded hardware and
software systems.

As the Internet of Things ﬁnds its way into ever more critical environments – from cars
to airlines to hospitals – potentially life-threatening cyber security threats must be
addressed. The document Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Embedded Computing
represents a new approach to securing connected devices and lays out a vision for a
new hardware-led approach based on open source and interoperable standards. It
proposes a new security paradigm for connected and embedded devices, focusing on
three areas:

Fundamental controls for securing devices. The
core requirement, according to the document, is a
trusted operating environment enabled via a secure
boot process that is impervious to attack. This
requires a root of trust forged in hardware, which
establishes a chain of trust for all subsystems.

Security by Separation. Security by Separation is a
classic, time-tested approach to protecting
computer systems and the data contained therein.
The document focuses on embedded systems that
can retain their security attributes even when
connected to open networks. It hinges on the use of
logical separation created by hardware-based
virtualization, and also supports technologies such
as paravirtualization, hybrid virtualization and other
methods.
Secure development and testing. The document
notes that developers must provide an
infrastructure that enables secure debug during
product development and testing. Rather than
allowing users to see an entire system while
conducting hardware debug, the document
proposes a secure system to maintain the
separation of assets.

By embracing these initial areas of focus, stakeholders can take action to create secure
development environments, operating environments, and applications programming
interfaces (APIs). The secure APIs ultimately enable secure communications between
disparate system-on-chip processors, as well as their software and embedded applications.

Security Guidance for
Embedded Computing

1,500+ downloads in the ﬁrst 3 days alone
30+ contributors, 20+ organizations, 58 pages
75 peer reviewers across USA, EU and Asia including leading commercial
organizations, industry associations, academia, government agencies
Extensive coverage from The Register and technical media in USA and EU
Very well received across the industry: already triggered further interest in prpl and
new membership requests (carriers / OEMs / academia)

DOWNLOAD HERE

The guidance has been peer reviewed by some of the top names in the industry. For instance,
David Lingenfelter, Information Security Oﬃcer, IBM Security Systems and Co-Chair Mobile
Group at Cloud Security Alliance said it is a ‘great paper, very well laid out and easy to read
and comprehend. Focus is around constructing the hardware and virtual layers of the
endpoints to be designed properly to limit exposure should they come under attack.’

- Saul O’Keefe, ITPortal.com

Members Corner

prpl Security Group and Imperas Address IoT
Security Challenges via Multi-Domain Virtualization
By Simon Davidmann,
President & CEO, Imperas

As a founding member of the Security Working Group of the prpl Foundation, Imperas™ is
supporting the deﬁnition of a new open security framework for deploying secured and
authenticated virtualized services in the Internet of Things (IoT) and related emerging markets.
Recent news shows that security is a key challenge to the wide scope and deployment of IoT,
with varied consequences across many IoT markets. Imagine automotive hijacking. Power grid
failure. Financial security breaches. Health care hacking. Consequences are severe: successful
security measures in the IoT ecosystem will accelerate the explosion of its many markets while
poorly implemented security will be a signiﬁcant impediment to growth of IoT usage.

Hackers Remotely Kill a Jeep
on the Highway—With Me in
It

Volvo recalls 59,000 cars
over software fault

Nasdaq Confirms Servers
Breached

Top 5 security threats in
healthcare

Security increasingly critical
as IoT blurs lines between
enterprise and embedded

Researchers Hacked a Model
S, But Tesla’s Already
Released a Patch

How to Hack the Power Grid
Through Home Air
Conditioners

How the Internet of Things
Got Hacked

Fiat Chrysler recalling 1.4
million vehicles for software
upgrade to prevent hacking

Just a few of the many articles published recently on the great need for IoT security.

Figure 1. Vehicle software hacked
remotely From Channel 7 ABC News.

Based on the critical nature of security to IoT, the prpl Foundation created its Security PEG
(prpl Engineering Group). The prpl Security PEG is deﬁning an open software security
framework and methodology for secured and authenticated virtualized services, creating
collaboration across the industry and accelerating the security of embedded software
programs across a variety of markets.
The Security PEG brings together industry, individual consultants and developers worldwide,
with unique perspectives on the many facets of security, allowing for cross-functional
collaboration. A universal standard framework for enhanced security will strengthen the
security of platforms: reducing risk, accelerating business growth and enhancing consumer
value.
The new Security PEG is deﬁning a security roadmap to get from today’s software-virtualized
solutions to full hardware supported virtualization, enabling multi-domain security across
processors, heterogeneous SoCs and systems built on these technologies including
connected devices, routers and hubs. The Security PEG will also deﬁne necessary open APIs
for various levels of the secure software stack so developers can innovate solutions more
eﬃciently.
As a provider of tools for embedded software development, Imperas’ unique perspective
and added value to the collaborative PEG is in the tools for developing, testing and
demonstrating the secure software stack. Imperas is cooperating with the embedded
software providers in the PEG to build Extendable Platform Kits (EPKs) to accelerate
development of the individual elements of the secure stack, and enable the easy analysis
and veriﬁcation of these elements in isolation as well as integrated into the complete stack.
The ﬁrst product of this collaboration is an Extendable Platform Kit™ (EPK™) using an
Imperas Open Virtual Platforms (OVP) virtual platform based on the OVP model of the MIPS
M5150 CPU, with SELTECH’s FEXER OX hypervisor and the Toppers (Tron) real time operating
system (RTOS) as three individual guest operating systems (see Figure 2). EPKs are designed
to help users accelerate embedded software development, debug and test. The platform
and peripheral models included in the EPKs are open source, so that users can easily add
new models to the platform as well as modify the existing peripheral models.

Windows or Linux PC : Development environment
Imperas M*SDK™ : virtual platform simulator
and software development tools
CPU: Open Virtual Platforms™ (OVP™) MIPS M5150 model
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Figure 2. Imperas-SELTECH Extendable Platform Kit (EPK) for IoT security development
The FEXER OX hypervisor takes advantage of the hardware virtualization features in the
MIPS Warrior CPUs from Imagination Technologies to enable a high-performance, low
overhead virtualized environment for embedded systems. Imperas and SELTECH are also
collaborating on adding tools to the Imperas virtual platform based software development
tools to enhance the bring up and debug of guest operating systems and bare metal
applications in the FEXER OX virtual machines.
Imperas is expecting to be able to announce results from other collaborations with PEG
members in the next few months.

For more information:
View a video from the prpl Foundation, with Simon Davidmann:

Imperas active with prpl Foundation

prpl Foundation

prpl Virtualization Security

prpl OVP

Imperas

www.imperas.com

Open Virtual Platforms

www.OVPworld.org

prpl.works

prpl.works : Providing a
Community for Open
Source Developers

Late last year, the prpl Foundation unveiled prpl.works, an online community by and for
open source developers and users. The prpl.works site highlights the important work that
prpl and its member companies are doing to encourage collaboration across the open
source community. The value to the open source community is evidenced by the site’s rapid
adoption, based in part on insightful commentary that the community is providing. The
community has already reached over 40,000 developers worldwide and has garnered
signiﬁcant attention industrywide.
For example, a post exploring the question of whether the FCC can ban a new operating
system has generated discussion across a broad spectrum of open source developers.
In addition to its timely and thought-provoking content, prpl.works features subgroups for
creators and developers of open source software.
Current subgroups include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

prplSecurity™ – Links and resources from the prpl security engineering group
Android MIPS – Tips and builds for Android integration with MIPS
Linux MIPS – Tips, resources and a link to the Linux MIPS website
prplWrt– Tips, resources and links to the prpl engineering group (PEG) supporting OpenWrt
OVP – Forums, resources and links to the Open Virtual Platform website
QEMU – Links and resources for developers needing Quick Emulator and virtualizer
technology

“prpl.works provides us with a new avenue to interact with members of the community, said
prpl Foundation Community Manager Eric Schultz. “It provides us with a way to share our
work to groups who may not have known about what we do.”
Schultz added that mailing lists work for in-depth collaboration, “but prpl.works is great for
discussions where you want a broader audience.”

Focus On Broadcom

We’re pleased to report that Platinum Member Broadcom Limited (NASDAQ:AVGO), one of
the original prpl Foundation members, has renewed again at the Platinum level, the highest
membership level (other levels include Gold and Silver).
The San Jose, CA-based publicly-held company (acquired by Avago Technologies last year)
had net revenue of more than $6.9 billion in FY 15 and is a leading designer, developer and
global supplier of a broad range of analog and digital semiconductor connectivity solutions
in four markets:

Wired infrastructure
cloud, social media and
video streaming

Wireless communications
LTE deployment, increasing
RF bands per phone, LTE
advanced/carrier
aggregation

Enterprise storage
datacenter – higher
reach/bandwidth, massive
growth in cloud storage,
exponential digital universe
growth

Industrial & Other
increased factory
automation, energy
eﬃciency/energy
conversion, emerging
markets

Applications for these products in the aforementioned end markets include: datacenter
networking, home connectivity, broadband access, telecommunications equipment,
smartphones and base stations, data center servers and storage, factory automation, power
generation and alternative energy systems, and displays.
Our thanks to Broadcom Limited for the company’s ongoing support!

prpl Pulse

Higher Education Members Join prpl

We welcome several new members from the education sector, including Brazil’s Pontiﬁcia
Universidade Catolica do Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS), and the University of California at Santa
Cruz (UCSC).
According to Dr. Fabiano Hessel, PUCRS project advisor, the university’s Hellﬁre framework
has a number of prpl Foundation synergies of interest to members. The framework enables
the design, simulation and debug of embedded systems with up to 128 MIPS-based
processors conﬁgured for each one. By using the Hellﬁre OS API, users can develop parallel
embedded apps that can exchange data and migrate tasks. Additionally, the framework
implements a lightweight virtualization layer called Hellﬁre Hypervisor that supports
hardware virtualization.
And Jose Renau, associate professor of computer engineering at UCSC, said his university’s
Micro Architecture Santa Cruz Group (MASC) also has a long and distinguished track record
in developing architectural simulators. The latest version –ESESC – a fast multicore simulator
– is available on GitHub (https://github.com/masc-ucsc/esesc) and includes several
improvements and support for the MIPS64 R6 architecture.
prpl’s security working group is currently exploring the potential use of the PUCRS Hellﬁre
framework for isolation and security in small footprint, resource constrained IoT systems;
the ESESC MIPS simulator has already been made available to the prpl open source
community via the prpl.works community site.

prpl Pulse

prpl Rolls Out Proof-of-Concept Demo
on MIPS-Based Baikal-T1 SoC at MWC

The prpl Foundation selected the Mobile World Congress 2016 event to demonstrate how
an open, hardware based approach provides an ideal foundation for securing Internet of
Things (IoT) and other connected embedded devices. The concept, which was detailed in the
Foundation’s visionary document, Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Embedded
Computing, used the MIPS-based Baikal-T1 SoC to demonstrate security features for open
environments and to highlight opportunities for operators and service providers to deliver
new services and applications for their customers.
For example, home gateways and other devices can be designed with distinct virtualized
containers to enable add-on services such as home automation, health monitoring, security
and more.
The demonstration prototype of the prplSecurity™ framework ran on the Baikal-T1 SoC from
Baikal Electronics, which leverages a MIPS Warrior P-class CPU with hardware virtualization
technology. The prplSecurity™ framework is a comprehensive collection of open source APIs
providing hardware-level security controls such as root of trust, secure boot, and secure
hypervisor.
This is one of the ﬁrst public demonstrations of hardware enforced multi-tenant OpenWrt,
the Linux distribution at the heart of most of the world’s home gateways. The prplSecurity™
framework enables multiple OpenWrt instances to run in parallel on the Baikal hardware,
leveraging the power of virtualization to create distinct secure domains. Applications and
operating systems can operate independently and securely within these domains,
eliminating the possibility of lateral movement attacks within the system.

Become a prpl Member
Want to learn more about the value of a prpl membership to your company?

Contact prpl President Art Swift at art@prplfoundation.org
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